
















































SPECIAL 2020 BONUS SECTION

Amoeba Adventures #9 probably

had my favorite cover of the series,

just pure goofy fun. A couple of

people actual ly took me up on the

challenge to count al l the

amoebas, and Lynn Allen won the

"prize" by total l ing up all 88 of

them. Sheesh!

Some sketches for #9 at right. The big

challenge for introducing Hank and

Dawn in the series with #8 was my

limited abil ity to draw actual human

beings instead of goofy cartoons. (I

ripped off John Byrne a LOT drawing

Dawn at first. ) The great bold inking of

Anthony Gray this issue helped hide

my many anatomical flaws.



As mentioned in the

introduction to #9, both Dawn

Star and Manipulator were

inspired by comic characters

drawn by my old friend Chris

Matthews and I as a kid. The

sketch at left is the only art I

have by Chris of Dawn, while

the one below is one I drew of

Manipulator.

Chris and I drew dozens of

sketches (read, tracings) and I

later wrote hundreds of pages

about the fictional "Galaxy

Comics" universe from about

age 1 3 to 1 5. Yeah, I was

pretty cool.

The next few pages feature a

handful of these very rough

drawings by a young Nik, who

imagined dozens of storyl ines

for heroes like The Arachnoid,

Robotron and more. Like most

young comic fans, I imitated

what I l iked.

I 'm kind of bemused now by

how much I just ripped off the

"Marvel hype" style of Stan Lee

and others but it was fun to

imagine this universe, and

several of the characters

turned up in Amoeba

Adventures in various guises.



There's something

particularly obsessive

about my doing "Official

Handbook of the Marvel

Universe" type profi les

for these characters who

never actual ly appeared

in a single comic. The

profi le of Dawn, al ias

"Bonita Summers" at

this point, imagined her

and Manipulator as a

husband-and-wife

crimefighting duo.

And of course there were

superhero teams in the

Galaxy universe. The

main Avengers analogue

I cleverly cal led "The

Heroes" as I imagined

their handbook profi le at

right.



A "Manipulator and

Dawn Star" cover

design ripping off a

Spider-Man cover. I t

was #1 68 - ambitious

of me!

The "Master Macabre" character I

imagined here bore a vague

resemblance to the one who turned up

in Amoeba Adventures.

At left, a rough version of Agnus Dei

from Amoeba Adventures #1 -3 popped

up on a cover for "The Heroes."



One of my periodic attempts to "brand" the tiny Protoplasm Press brand name with a

newsletter. In a sign I was biting off more than I could chew, two of the books mentioned

here never came out - "One-Celled Tales" #2 got folded into the grab-bag Amoeba

Adventures #1 2, while "All-Spongy Comics" with Lynn Allen never got much past the

script stage. (Which wil l be featured in the eventual "Amoeba Archive" special PDF.)



Another couple of "might have

been" sketches - at one point, I

was going to introduce

Rambunny's estranged young son

in a story.

Dig that hippie ponytai l and the

potential for generational angst!

I couldn't even

remember doing this

Amoeba Companion

sketch which was on the

back of one of the

original art pages for #9,

but I think it was meant

as a kind of guidebook

that eventual ly ended up

within the Amoeba

Adventures Fifth

Anniversary Special.




